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System Requirements

Users should refer to the *Talend Installation and Upgrade Guide* on the [Talend Help Center](http://help.talend.com) for more information on Installation and System Requirements.
Data Integration: New Features

1. Automatic data type conversion

In standard data integration Jobs, tMap now supports automatic data type conversion at Job execution to avoid compiling errors caused by type mismatch between input and output data flows.

While it can be enabled in tMap in individual Jobs, this feature can also be activated globally in Project Settings so that any tMap component added afterwards will have this feature enabled. The default conversion behavior of tMap can be overridden by adding conversion rules in Project Settings.

2. Data type mapping configurations

The configurations of mappings between Talend data types and database data types can now be managed at the project level.

3. Components

3.1. New components

3.1.1. Amazon SQS support

Amazon SQS (Simple Queue Service) is now supported via the following seven new components:

- tSQSConnection
- tSQSInput
- tSQSOutput
- tSQSQueueCreate
- tSQSQueueDelete
- tSQSQueueList
- tSQSQueuePurge

3.1.2. FTP connection

The new component tFTPClose, which allows you to close an active connection to an FTP server, has been created.
3.2. AWS support

3.2.1. AWS instance role and assume role

The instance role feature, which allows you to load credentials from the Amazon EC2 Instance Metadata Service, and the assume role feature, which allows you to use the AWS Security Token Service to assume a Role and create temporary and short-lived sessions to use for authentication, are now supported in the following components:

• tAmazonEMRListInstances, tAmazonEMRManage, and tAmazonEMRResize
• tAmazonRedshiftManage
• tS3BucketCreate, tS3BucketDelete, tS3BucketExist, tS3BucketList, tS3Connection, tS3Copy, tS3Delete, tS3Get, tS3List, and tS3Put

3.2.2. S3 multipart upload

The tS3Put component now supports the multipart upload feature, which allows you to upload a single object as a set of parts.

3.3. JMS

The tJMSInput component now supports looking up a destination with the JNDI (Java Naming and Directory Interface) name.

3.4. Microsoft CRM

The tMicrosoftCrmOutput component can now write the empty lookup string into Microsoft CRM as NULL value instead of empty string.

3.5. Salesforce

The tSalesforceConnection component and the Salesforce connection wizard now provide the option of saving or reusing the connection session file.

4. Version upgrades

1. The Dropbox API has been upgraded from v1.7.5 to v2.1.2.
2. Microsoft Azure and Microsoft SQL Server 2014 and 2016 are now supported.
3. The Salesforce v37 is now supported.
4. ActiveMQ 5.14.1 is now supported.
Data Integration: Deprecated, Removed and Hidden Items

1. Deprecated Items

1. In the Studio, the following are deprecated in the current release:
   
   • The tAlfrescoOutput component
   
   • The HL7 metadata wizard and the tHL7Input and tHL7Output components

Note that the deprecated features are no longer recommended for use and may cease to exist in future versions of the product.
Data Integration: Bug Fixes / Change Log

1. Bug Fixes

In addition to the above new features a number of minor improvements within the entire product and significant bug fixes have been made.

See the corresponding Change Log on our bug tracking system for more details on the individual issues:

- [https://jira.talendforge.org/secure/ReleaseNote.jspa?projectId=10237&version=20951](https://jira.talendforge.org/secure/ReleaseNote.jspa?projectId=10237&version=20951)
- [https://jira.talendforge.org/secure/ReleaseNote.jspa?projectId=10237&version=20604](https://jira.talendforge.org/secure/ReleaseNote.jspa?projectId=10237&version=20604)
- [https://jira.talendforge.org/secure/ReleaseNote.jspa?projectId=10237&version=21956](https://jira.talendforge.org/secure/ReleaseNote.jspa?projectId=10237&version=21956)
Data Integration: Known Issues and Known Limitations

We encourage you to consult the JIRA bug tracking tool for a full list of open issues:


Note that this list shows issues from both Talend's Community and Subscription products.

1. Java PSU not supported

Talend is only supported on Java CPS Versions, not Java PSU.

Some users reported problems using Talend Studio with Java PSU versions (such as jdk8_u92), but when reverting to a Java CPS Version (such as jdk8_u91) the problem was resolved.

See also: http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/cpu-psu-explained-2331472.html.

2. Collation limitation with Access

Since 6.0, the Access components in Talend Studio support only the General collation mode.

3. OAuth mode in the Salesforce wizard

To establish a Salesforce connection using OAuth2 authentication, you need first to execute a Talend Job to obtain your token file and then initialize it in the wizard.

4. Installation on Mac OS X Sierra

By default, Mac OS X Sierra sets all downloaded files to "quarantine". This prevents you running the Studio.

To launch Talend Studio on Mac OS X Sierra, do the following:

1. Unzip the Studio as usual.
2. Open a Terminal window on the folder where you unzipped your Studio.
3. Execute either of the following commands.

```
xattr -d com.apple.quarantine *
```
or

```
xattr -c *
```

You can now launch the Studio as usual.
Documentation

1. Talend Help Center

Find out more about how to get the most out of your Talend products on the Talend Help Center: http://help.talend.com.

2. Videos

From within the Studio, you can directly access the videos hosted in Talend Help Center relating to new features.

• For components, related videos are available from the F1 help view of this component.
• For other features, related videos are available in the help view of the wizard for the feature.

Note that not every feature has related videos in Talend Help Center and for this reason, not all the features have this type of access.

3. New documents

The following new documents have been added in this release:

• Talend Data Stewardship User Guide and Talend Data Stewardship Getting Started Guide are two new guides that accompany the new product, Talend Data Stewardship.

They are both available in PDF format and online at https://help.talend.com/search/books?filters=EnrichPlatform~%2522Talend+Data+Stewardship%2522*EnrichVersion~%25226.4%2522.

4. Revised documents

In addition to updates to the content across the documentation set, the following specific documentation changes have been made:

• In the Talend Software Development Life Cycle Best Practices Guide, major changes have been made to the documentation of the Talend CI Builder, including how to generate sources locally, how to manage POM files, artefact versions, and how to filter executions on specific items.

5. Open issues

We encourage you to consult the JIRA bug tracking tool for a full list of open issues:

https://jira.talendforge.org/issues/?filter=18375